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Primary WAWG Developments and Updates

● WACCM
○ Transitioned development to cam_dev physics and cam6_3_132 tag
○ Addressed issues with model stability

• HB diffusion
• Updates to SE dycore for stability (Peter Lauritzen)
• Significantly improved model throughput

○ Baseline simulations as benchmark for evaluation and future tuning
○ Inline photolysis and heating using TUV-x (Doug Kinnison)

● WACCM-X
○ Extension of SE dycore into the thermosphere (Hanli Liu)
○ Preliminary tests with NE16/L189 and cam6_3_132 
○ Long term historical and projection simulations of space climate



Instabilities in SE-WACCM required short timestep, 
leading to high model cost and slow throughput 
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(credit: Peter Lauritzen)



SE-WACCM instabilities addressed by adjustments to the 
sponge layer and divergence damping 
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(credit: Rolando Garcia)

Enhanced damping in sponge layer

Deeper ∇4 divergence damping



SE-WACCM Model Cost and Performance

● 2 degree:
Model Cost: ~4,500 pe-hours/simulated year running on ~1500 processors
Model Throughput: ~8 simulated_years/day

● 1 degree:
Model Cost: (~25,000) pe-hours/simulated year running on ~5400 processors
Model Throughput: ~5 simulated_years/day

● Above results are F-cases with reduced (MA) chemistry
● Without addressing model stability the cost increases by ~2x and the 

throughput is significantly worse (~1yr/day at 1°)



tag93 (NE16)

tag93: “best” tuned version from Nick Davis

cam6_3_132 (NE16)
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• similar NH winter 
climatologies

• similar biases with 
respect to MERRA2

Zonal Mean Zonal Winds (DJF)
2° SE-WACCM



Zonal Mean Zonal Winds (JJA)
2° SE-WACCM
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tag93 (NE16)

cam6_3_132 (NE16)

QBO Comparison (2° SE-WACCM)



black contours denote MERRA2  zonal-mean U

Southern Hemisphere polar cap temperaturesSH polar cap T seasonal cycle (D from MERRA2)

peter.Optimized peter.Clone

black contours denote MERRA2  zonal-mean U 10

• seasonal cycles of SH 
polar cap T show similar 
biases vs. MERRA2

• both model runs are 
much too cold

tag93 – MERRA2 cam6_3_132 – MERRA2

Large cold bias in WACCM 
simulations with cam6_3_132

2° SE-WACCM



Inline Photolysis and Heating using TUV-x

• TUV-x is running in a version of CESM2 WACCM6 
with TSMLT1 chemistry. 

• TUV-x can include both clouds and aerosols in the 
radiative transfer. This is big improvement over the 
current LUT approach.

• Initial comparisons of photolysis rates are consistent 
with the LUT approach (right).

• The inline TUV-x photolysis heating and chemical 
potential heating is also  consistent with the LUT 
approach (right). 

• Next steps are to add a realistic representation of 
cloud overlap.

• More details from Doug Kinnison (Tuesday AM)
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WACCM-X Developments

• SE dynamical core extended into the thermosphere
– Species dependent dynamical core
– Molecular viscosity/diffusion in horizontal direction
– Regridding between physics mesh and 

geomagnetic grid
– More details from  Hanli Liu (Tuesday AM)

• Configurations
– NE16/L130 (CAM6 physics) 
– NE16/L189 (CAM development physics)
– NE60/L130
– NE120/L273

• Long-term simulations for historical (1920-2010) and 
future space climate (2000-2090)



WACCM-X Historical and Future Space Climate Simulations

(McInerney et al., 2024)
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et al., 2013). More specifically, two of these trace gases are the greenhouse gases CO2 and methane (CH4) which 
are based on observations as discussed in Meinshausen et al. (2011). A data ocean and a nudged quasi-biennial 
oscillation are implemented based on observations. Simulations were started at the beginning of each decade and 
progressed for 6 years, with the first year to ensure equilibrium and the last 5 years of each decadal simulation to 
be used to represent that decade. We considered using the limited computing resources to do a single realization 
with annual values over these 10 decades, but this would not have accounted for the annual variability pointed 
out in Solomon et al. (2018). As in that study, the 5 years serve as a small ensemble for each decade, more like 
the ensemble mean method to address model variability in lower atmosphere simulations. Monthly mean output 
data from the model are used for each 5-year ensemble. Annual means are calculated for each year and then 
zonal means of those annual means. Subsequently, these 5-year zonal mean annual means are averaged to get one 
zonal mean annual mean for each of the 5-year periods. Finally, the mean is calculated from these zonal means 
using cosine (latitude) weighting, resulting in one global mean for the first half of each of the 10 decades for each 
variable output by the model. These global means along with the zonal means are used in this study to examine 
relevant atmospheric quantities. Compared to the much higher temporal frequency output of typical lower atmos-
phere simulations over the past century, these single global and zonal mean values for each decade can miss some 
of the variability on shorter time scales but these simulations are intended as a first step in the more thorough 
simulation of the thermosphere on century time scales.

4. Results
The first atmospheric quantity we discuss is temperature. Since the model covers the entire atmosphere from 
the surface to ∼600 km, we can look at temperature throughout the vertical range. Figure 1 shows the 5-year 
global mean temperature time series, one value for each decade, at four different atmospheric levels for the entire 
simulation period from the 1920s–2010s. Error bars are added for each decade based on the standard deviation of 
the 5 years that go into the mean value. Near the surface in Figure 1a, we see the temperature increase by nearly 
+0.95 degrees Kelvin (K) from the 1920s–2010s, which is very close to the observational record IPCC report 
value of +0.9 K. For the first two decades there is an increase of about +0.4 K. Then for the next three decades, 
from the 1940s–1970s, there is an ∼ −0.2 K decrease. After this, through the 2010s, there is an increase of over 

Figure 1. 1920–2010s temperature time series 5-year global mean decadal values for four vertical levels near, (a) the Earth's surface (b) 46 km in the stratosphere, 
(c) 90 km in the mesosphere, and (d) 400 km in the thermosphere. For reference, the model lower boundary carbon dioxide and methane concentration time series are 
included in Figure 8.
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Physics time step in WACCM-X (5 min) requires adjustment to CLUBB/microphysics
- Parameters tuned based on 10 year CAM/WACCM runs by Adam Herrington 

Surface warming in coupled runs is still larger than expected



TUV-X

WAWG Timeline

Winter 2023                                                     Summer 2024                    Fall 2024                

New electrodynamics module

Regridding for geomagnetic coordinates

SE extension for upper atmosphere

WACCM 2° tuning & possible retuning

Finalize WACCM-X configurations  
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Results for WACCM-X NE16/L189 and CAM development physics

Thermosphere temperature is increased and composition (O/N2) decreased in NE16/L189

Model Cost: FV (~22,000 pe-hr/yr; 0.56 sim yr/day) , SE (~46,000 pe-hr/yr; 0.25 sim yr/day)



RESTOM and Annual Mean/Global Mean Ts


